
CONTENT PLANNING TIPS

The key is to plan your content to provide your audience with the best quality content that they
deserve and that they want to stay around for. Below are tips on how to put content together on a
social media plan: 
 
Start with: 
- Cultural calendar - map out key celebrations in the year i.e. Christmas, Easter, Burn's Night, St.
Patrick's Day that you think is relevant to your audience and from which you can create content
from. 
- Add in local/national events 
- Add in seasonal events  
- Add in local days and customs  
- Add in International events  
- Add in key business dates i.e. business closing dates,  events, promotions etc. 
 
By mapping the year out, you will be able to identify quiet times within the year and prepare and
plan ahead with special promotions to fill up the rooms and plan for Facebook advertising and post
boosts. 
 
Gaps between the key dates are there to populate with everyday content but even this requires
planning and some effort. 
 
Type of content: 
- Having mapped out key topical events, celebrations etc, decide how to present each of these on
social media - as a blog? Video? High quality image?  
 
Which social media platform? 
- Which social media platform will you be using? The same content should not be shared across all
available platforms, each social media platform should have their own unique content otherwise
the audience will see the same content on both and will not get much value or interest from that.
Twitter for example has only 140 characters to fill so the content on there will be differently
presented to content on Facebook. 
 
Hashtags/Keywords 
- Research what hashtags and keywords you will be using for each of your posts to maximise your
efforts and achieve reach, engagement etc. 
 


